Citizens' Garden Concert Program 2024
23-26 September

Monday 23.09 13.00

GUITAR RECITAL
Claudio Piastra, classic guitar

Heitor VILLA LOBOS: Tre Preludi
Leo BROUWER: La huida de los amantes por el valle de lo ecos da El Decameròn negro

Heitor VILLA LOBOS: Tre Studi

Tuesday 24.09 13.00

MICHAEL GUTTMAN TANGO ENSEMBLE
Classical meets Tango

Michael Guttman, violin
Jing Zhao, cello
Lysandre Donoso, bandoneon
Ivo De Greef, piano
Ariel Eberstein, double bass

Tango arrangements based on different iconic classical pieces ranging from Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s “Eine Kleine Nachtmusik” up to Gustav Mahler’s First Symphony

Wednesday 25.09 13.00

VIOLIN DUE RECITAL

Maya Levy, violin
Hrachya Avanesyan, violin

Programme TBC
In case of bad weather appropriate measures will be taken. Please check the Visiting European Parliament website and @visitEP Facebook page for real-time updates!

Thursday 26.09 13.00

KEBYART Quartet
Pere Méndez Marsal  Soprano Saxophone
Victor Serra Noguera  Alto Saxophone
Robert Seara Mora  Tenor Saxophone
Daniel Miguel Guerrero  Baritone Saxophone

Mieczysław Weinberg
Aria, op. 9
Arr. Kebyart

Alexander Glazunov
Saxophone Quartet Op.109
I. Première partie
II. Canzone variée
  Theme
  Variation I
  Variation II
  Variation III – À la Schumann
  Variation IV – À la Chopin
  Variation V – Scherzo
III. Finale

Thursday 26.09 17.00 - 19.00

Transpoesie
International poetry festival

Organised in cooperation with EUNIC Brussels